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This edition includes the most recent Integrated Algebra Regents tests through August 2014. These
ever popular guides contain study tips, test-taking strategies, score analysis charts, and other
valuable features. They are an ideal source of practice and test preparation. The detailed answer
explanations make each exam a practical learning experience. The book reviews all pertinent math
topics, including sets, algebraic language, linear equations and formulas, ratios, rates and
proportions, polynomials and factoring, rational expressions and factoring, radicals and right
triangles, area and volume, quadratic and exponential functions, and much more.
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It's short but structured with great exercises whether or not your student needs a little practice or a
lot of work to prepare for the New York State mandated Regents exams. While it's certainly not
flashy or big, anyone born in the past 30 years in New York likely remembers these fat little red
books.There may be some better choices if someone really needs a lot of help with Algebra or the
Regents exam. This is, however, the best preparation tool and is probably what most teachers will
require for class.

This product allows you to really prepare for the Regents examination.. it takes preparation about 2
weeks before the examination to the next level - This book is like a little on-the-go teacher that can
prepare you for the Regents at ANY step of the game! Prepare with this book and you'll pass the

Regents guaranteed!

Although my son knew all the material for the test, it helped him see where he was a bit weak and
the exercise test helped him prepare and go to his exam confident. The lessons are well preparwd
and esy to follow and the examples are well thought out. I highly recommend it

I purchase these bks for my teenagers to help prepare for their regents. There are several exams in
the bk and this allows for additional practice. I would recommend these bks.

Book came in time for my son's Regents exams he had to take (this was number three of three). He
passed them all. He attributed the Barron's book to helping him a great deal.

The book should help you pass the regents.... All Barrons books will. It's designed for it. And of
course having it for cheaper just makes life easier.

Over a decade ago, I used this review and got 96%. I purchased the review recently to help my son!
An Amazing and Complete review! I highly recommend!

This book is very important for my math classs. I tale it serious and would take all of the help i can
get, this book is helppful, but some of the pages werre bent and not so clean, other than that its
good.
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